




MESSAGE FROM HEAD LIBRARIAN
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

Last quarter was extremely busy for our librarians. Amidst conducting orientation activities for the new cohort, we were working with designers, vendors and contractors to 

refurbish, rejuvenate and rekindle the Level 3 Café and collaborative learning spaces. Level 3 is now partially open to users with the Café officially in operation since 15 Nov 

2013. Most of the furniture for the LearningHub will be in place by end-December. All renovation works are scheduled to be completed by end-January 2014.

Librarians also had a hand in supporting several events organised by the Office of Teacher Education (OTE), Office of Graduate Studies and Professional Learning (GPL) 

and Academic departments. The library collaborated with OTE and Dr Wong Hee Ong on the launch of her book ‘Ruth Wong: Educationist and Teacher Extraordinaire’

with a month-long display of books and publications by and on Dr Ruth Wong Hie King, the founding Director of the then Institute of Education (IE). A select bibliography is 

available at the Library Portal.

Last August, Singapore Libraries hosted the 79th International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) World Library and Information Congress( WLIC), 

attended by 3,500 library and information professionals from 120 countries. This was the first time that the congress has been held in Singapore. As a member of the host 

country, NIE Library showed strong support for the event by setting up banners, showcasing our LIBRIS21 initiatives, participating in a poster session highlighting our Mobile 

Library Applications and services “LibGo! “ and hosting delegates to our Library. The visitors were impressed with our digital initiatives such as the RFID-enabled self-return 

kiosks and Virtual Gallery. Nine Library staff also contributed to a souvenir publication and collaborated on an IFLA journal article. It was a privilege for us to participate 

in this conference and meet so many of our peers from other countries. My fondest memory of the event was the Asean Caucus where I met many very friendly counterparts 

from the various Asean countries decked out proudly in their national costumes.

In this issue, we give you an update of the library renovation, a summary of various library-related events and share with you the secrets of Citation Counting.

Hope you enjoy reading our articles during this holiday season.

NIE Library wishes all Christians a very blessed and joyous Christmas and to everyone else, a very happy holiday and New Year!

~ Seokkwan



LIBRIS21: LIBRARY TRANSFORMATION – ALMOST THERE!
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

The transforming of LIBRIS from “Library as Place” to “Library as Space” is almost complete. We hope that you will find the re-designed Level 3 more welcoming and 

conducive for group discussions. This convivial Collaborative Space offers a variety of informal settings where you can engage in group work and collaborative learning. In 

addition, a Research Commons on Level 2 beckons!

Panoramic view of LearningHub

Gallery  

The Gallery is the showpiece of Level 3. It is the perfect venue for exhibitions and themed events such as book launches/signings. LED/LCD displays and floor-to-ceiling 

glass cases highlight staff and NIE publications. The elevated platform offers a commanding view of the entire Collaborative Space.

Learning Pods 

Our staid Discussion Rooms have morphed into Learning Pods! There are five Pods located at either end of the Right wing to reduce disturbance to other users. Each Pod 

can comfortably seat up to six students. The Pods are equipped with large display screens and glass writing surfaces for group discussions or mock presentations. They can 

be booked through the Facilities Booking System. Key card technology is employed for security.

Research Commons 

21st-century learners prefer flexible settings where they are actively engaged in activities that will nurture their collaborative, interpersonal, thinking and communicative 

skills. Their learning is facilitated by the judicious use of technology. The Research Commons is a fine example of maximising space to serve multiple functions like 

database searching, briefing area for visitors, and library instruction. There is a credenza/reception area, glass writing boards and a ceiling-mounted projector for these 

purposes. Users are encouraged to BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) but the room will be furnished with a small number of computers for those without. The modular 

furniture is set up to facilitate collaborative work too.

Café 

The ever-popular life-style Café re-opens with twice its previous seating capacity. Stylish new furniture is laid out in different zones to facilitate human traffic. We’ve put more 

seats in the coveted places beside the glass walls overlooking the greenery. Sip coffee from the refreshed menu and take in the wonderful view at the same time!



SMART Room

The SMART (Sharing, Multidisciplinary, Autonomous, Reflective and Technology-enabled) Room is a soundproof environment with modular furniture which may be 

rearranged to facilitate group work. State-of-the-art AV and projection systems plus large glass writing surfaces are part of the setup. The SMART Room can accommodate 

up to 25 people and is an ideal location for briefings, meetings, presentations, etc.

Staff Lounge cum Music Room 

The Staff Lounge has been completely redesigned. This is a distraction-free, quiet oasis for reading & reflection. Its proximity to the café makes this a popular place for staff 

to relax or hold meetings. As a counterpoint to its modern décor, the staff lounge contains a working gramophone and the Library’s long-playing record collection!

LearningHub Lounge 

Furnished with comfortable sofas and coffee tables, the Lounge can easily accommodate small groups of 6-7 people, each group engaging in collaborative discussions or 

informal meetings. There will also be a 3D Maker Space printer cum technology exhibition area there. The Lounge has also been revitalised; it is now brighter with better 

ventilation. There is a long white board for use in discussions and presentations.

Wrap Up

In addition to the exciting developments described above, there will also be interactive digital signage at the Level 3 lift lobby as well as new OPAC terminals for the 

searching of library resources.



The collections on Level 3 have been re-arranged and now include the following:

Children & Young Adults Collection

Instructional Materials

English Current and Bound Journals

Hand Puppet Collection

With this final phase of the Library as Space project, we have successfully incorporated the RFID conversion project and the renovation of Level 2 as well as staff offices. 

Stay tuned for our soft launch in November 2013 and the official opening in early February 2014!

~ douglas



ROUND-UP OF LIBRARY EVENTS
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

How well we remember, in sweet temper, last September!

How our calendars we did surrender to her agendas!

What: Library Awareness Mini-Fair

When: 5 & 6 September 2013

Where: NIE Library

Who: Organised by NIE Library for the new intake.

Why: To increase awareness and use of Library resources and services among NIE students.

Whither:Registrants could look forward to a series of library instruction classes on the use of electronic resources, WebOPAC, LibDiscover!, EndNote and library widgets.

What: Book Displays on Dr Ruth Wong Hie King

When: 11 to 30 September 2013

Where: NIE Library and Block 1 Foyer

Who: NIE Library

Why:
Held in conjunction with book launch organised by the Office of Teacher Education (OTE). The book “Ruth Wong: Educationist and Teacher Extraordinaire” was 

written by Dr Wong Hee Ong, sister of Dr Ruth Wong.

Whither:The book is available for loan from the Library.



What: 2nd Graduate Student Day 2013

When: 14 September 2013

Where: LTs 1 & 2, and various tutorial rooms

Who: Organised by the Office of Graduate Studies and Professional Learning (GPL).

Why:
A forum for graduate students to showcase their research work through posters and oral presentations. The Library supported the event with demonstrations on 

useful library applications, a publicity booth and a book display.

Whither:Useful resources on research, writing and publishing were compiled in an online bibliography.

What: Library instruction workshops 

When: 16 to 20 September 2013

Where: NIE IT Labs 3-1 and 3-2 

Who: Organised by NIE Library for the new intake. 

Why:
Held in conjunction with the mini-fair, the workshops aimed to equip users with information search skills for efficient use of electronic resources and lifelong 

learning. 

Whither: 100% of the participants agreed that they would be able to use what they had learned from the workshops 



Like a rollercoaster, ere our shock was over, in charged October,

With a group of young visitors who couldn’t be sweeter.

What: Library visit by Woodlands Ring Primary School students

When: 17 October 2013

Where: NIE Library

Who:
Part of the programme for the school’s workplace visit to NIE, which was organised by Dr Alexius Chia (Head Teachers’ Language Development Centre; Senior 

Lecturer, English Language and Literature AG).

Why: The visit gave the students the chance to see librarians at work and in their natural habitat.

Whither:Hopefully this experience will broaden the students’ outlook and help them make sound career decisions in future.

~ hilary



TO COUNT OR NOT TO COUNT? CITATION COUNTING WITHOUT TEARS
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

Are you curious to know how many articles have cited your paper? Want to track the impact of your (or your competitor’s) research?

You may use Web of Science to conduct cited reference searching or generate your citation reports. Alternatively, you may use Google Scholar to retrieve the list of citing 

documents to a paper and generate your scholarly citation profile. Check out the highlights below!

To find out how many times your article has been cited,
a) Conduct a Cited Reference Search via Web of Science:

b) Conduct a Search to view a list of citing documents via Google Scholar :

For detailed steps please refer to the guide on Citation Counting – WoS&Google Scholar.

Alternative Sources:

Check out the guide on Citation Counting – Alternative Sources for locating citations to an author or published work via selected databases (not Web of Science). 

To find out the total number of cites and calculate your h-index,
a) Create a Citation Report via Web of Science :

For detailed steps please refer to the guide on Citation Reports – Web of Science.



b) Create a free Google Scholar Citations profile :

For instruction on setting up Google Scholar Citations and other details, please refer to: http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/citations.html

Acknowledgement: Many thanks to Professor Lee Wing On for allowing us to use his research profile and citations as illustrations.

Interested to find out more about citation counting? Please contact our friendly librarians at libref@nie.edu.sg for a one-to-one session.

~ stephanie



BOOK RECOMMENDATION
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 1

Ruth Wong: Educationist and Teacher Extraordinaire / Wong Hee Ong

– Petaling Jaya: Strategic Information and Research Centre, 2013.

Call Number: LA2383.S55 Won

All through my eleven years of service with NIE, I have heard much about Dr Ruth Wong but never had the chance to find out more about her legacy. Therefore, I was keen 

to read this new book written by Dr Wong Hee Ong, who is her sister, to gain an insight into the professional, family and spiritual life of Dr Ruth Wong.

Dr Ruth Wong’s life and work are explored in great detail in three sections:

(1) Dr Ruth Wong’s family background and Christian upbringing, her career and contributions as an educationist, reminiscences and tributes,

(2) Reprint of “Called to be a Teacher: A Christian and Personal Viewpoint” and

(3) Dr Wong’s essays on “Lessons the Lord taught me through my Father and Mother”

Readers will not fail to be drawn to the selection of photographs. As the saying goes - “A picture paints a thousand words” - I was able to better appreciate the life story of Dr 

Ruth Wong from looking at the images of herself with her family, friends and colleagues.



Dr Ruth Wong reformed teacher education in Singapore during her time as founding Director of the then Institute of Education (IE). She not only set the bar for her 

successors but was also an excellent role model for future generations of Singapore educational leaders, teachers and teachers-in-training. I consider this as her greatest 

legacy to Singapore education.

The book is written in a clear and concise style. The author is able to sustain my attention with her interesting and vivid descriptions of events. The many tributes from Dr 

Ruth Wong’s students and colleagues fortified my belief that she was indeed a teacher extraordinaire.

I recommend this book especially to beginning teachers as it will enlighten them on the development of the Singapore education system and the challenges we face. At the 

same time, they will hopefully pick up the exemplary attributes of Dr Ruth Wong.

~ sean 



LIBRARY EVENT OF THE YEAR - IFLA WLIC 2013
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

About IFLA WLIC

The 79th International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) World Library and Information Congress (WLIC), with the theme Future Libraries: Infinite 

Possibilities, was held in Singapore from 17 to 23 August 2013. This is the first time Singapore has hosted the congress, and it is the third Southeast Asian country to have 

done so, after the Philippines in 1980 and Thailand in 1999.

Delegates from NIE

The congress this year attracted 3,500 library and information professionals from 120 countries around the world. Nine NIE Library staff, including Mrs. Wan-Yeoh Seok 

Kwan, Head/Library, attended this international event. With a diverse choice of concurrent sessions, satellite meetings, poster sessions, library visits, public talks and 

cultural events, there was definitely something for everyone. In fact, the library staff had a challenging time choosing the sessions and sometimes shuttled between 

locations/rooms to catch specific speakers or topics!

Contributions from NIE

Besides attending the congress, the library staff set up banners on LIBRIS²¹ initiatives at the Library Boulevard and presented a poster session entitled “Library Services on 

Mobile Devices”. The NIE Translation and Development Unit (TDU) showcased the “makerspace” concept within a library, complete with a 3D printer. The library staff also 

contributed towards the production of a slideshow on Singapore libraries at the opening ceremony, hosting of a library tour and collaborative writing for the IFLA journal 

article, Singapore libraries: From bricks and mortar to information anytime anywhere and publication of In 99 words: stories librarians tell. The book was launched 

by the President of Singapore, Dr Tony Tan Keng Yam, at the Celebrating Librarians commemorative dinner held in conjunction with the congress. Do borrow a copy from 

the library and check out the 99 anecdotes from past and present librarians of Singapore!

Highlights of the Congress

Highlights of this year’s congress had to be the hosting of ASEAN Caucus with the theme Community across Borders and the launch of the IFLA Trend Report. The former, 

held for the first time in IFLA’s history, aimed to encourage greater use and awareness of the region’s rich content and foster higher levels of regional unity whilst the latter 

identified five top level trends in future development of the library and information services: access, learning, privacy, empowerment, and technologies.

What Next?

The congress has provided a platform for library and information professionals to explore emerging trends, share works in progress and network with one another. With all 

the exchanges in ideas and insights gained, it is now our time to take charge of the infinite possibilities, shape the future of NIE Library and engage the NIE community!

~ lian ping



COSA CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
19 Nov 2013 Comments: 

NIE nominated two staff (Mr Jacky Wong from LIBRIS and Mr Chew Tyng Song from CSC) to attend a user group meeting, the Customers of SirsiDynix Australasia (COSA) 

conference in Melbourne, Australia from Oct 7 – 11. The conference was hosted by William Angliss Institute of TAFE, Melbourne, Australia.

The main objective of the conference was to provide training and updates on new technologies in Library Management Information Systems and forthcoming product 

launches. In addition, the conference also provided the occasion for library system users to network, share experiences and brainstorm innovative ideas and technology 

solutions to overcome challenges that libraries face in today’s dynamic environment.

Several innovative technologies were examined in detail. These technologies included systems that unified the management and discovery of print and electronic resources, 

applications that worked seamlessly on mobile devices and tools that allowed the library to better reach out to their end users through the use of social media.

Mr Jacky Wong and Mr Chew also met up with the conference organiser’s senior management to explore innovative and cost-effective solutions to meet NIE’s needs.

The conference programme further included a visit to Melbourne University Library, where the librarians shared their experiences and practices in preserving rare collections 

in their library.



Overall, the conference provided opportunities not only to learn cutting-edge technologies in the library technology space, but also to network with leaders in the field. Mr 

Jacky Wong and Mr Chew convey their heartfelt thanks to NIE and COSA for such an inspiring and enriching experience. The ideas and knowledge garnered from the 

conference will definitely lead to creative implementation of library technologies that will benefit the NIE community in the near future.

~ jacky
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